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We study laser сооling Ьу velocity-selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT) in а 
double-Л scheme with decay beyond the working levels. We show that (Шs additional decay 
channel filters diffused atoms from trapped ones and provides ап ultrasharp atomic momentum 
distribution. 

1. INТRODUCTION 

@1999 

Coherent population trapping was observed for the first Оте Ьу Alzetta et al. [1] as а 
deerease in fluoreseent emission in а laseroptical pumping experiment involving а three-le
уе! atomie system with two ground levels and опе exeited level. This effeet results from 
eoherent superposition of the ground states whieh is stable against absorption from the radiation 
field. Various theoretical and ехреrimепtаI"-аsрееts of eoherent population trapping have 
Ьееп reviewed in several papers [2-6]. This phenomenon has Ьееп exploited in very different 
applieations: metrology, optical bistability, high-resolution speetroseopy, laser multiphoton 
ionization, four-wave mixing, laser-indueed struetures in the eontinuum, laser manipulation 
of atoms, adiabatie ,transfer, lasing without inversion, and matehed pulse propagatiol'l. 

The applieation of veloeity-seleetive eoherent population trapping (VSCPТ) to laser 
manipulation of atoms has been studied intensively [7-18]. The basie idea of VSCPТ is to 
ритр atoms into а noneollpled state that has а wel1-defined momentum, where the atoms 
do not interaet with the laser radiation. Aeeumulation of atoms in this speeial veloeity-selee
tive trapping state is dlle to spontaneous emission. In VSCPТ experiments [7-10] with 4Не 
metastable atoms, very narrow final distributions of atornie momenta are observed. The [оrrn 
and width of the momentum distribution has Ьееп deseribed theoretieally [ог various sehemes 
and in various regimes [11-18]. It is еоттоп to assoeiate either the peak width ог the dark
state рориlаНоп of ап atomie momentum distribution with ап effeetive temperature. Based 
оп this effeetive temperatuгe, the authors of Refs. [7-18] eonelude that laser eooling below 
the reeoil limit has Ьееп aehieved. However, spontaneous emission produees, as shown in 
these referenees, not only the aeeumulation of atoms in the trapping state but also diffusion 
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of some those atoms toward high values of momentum. Unlike the velocity-selective trapping 
phenomenon, the diffusion of atoms in the momentum space tends to increase the temperature. 
Оие to such а random process, the wings of the momentum distribution are not Gaussian. In 
the meantime, the wing shape and the fraction ofthe atoms that have diffused toward the wings 
are not ref1ected in the peak width and dark-state population. Consequently, the increase in 
the peak уаlие and decrease in the width of the final atomic momentum distribution, which is 
far from Gaussian, do not теап the cooling; they merely indicate the accumulation of atoms in 
the dark state. А simple analytical description of trapping versus diffusion was recentIy given in 
Ref. [19]. А nice wayto confine atomic velocities during the VSCPТ phase has Ьееп proposed Ьу 
Marte et аl. [20]. This method is based оп the coexistence ofVSCPТ and polarization-gradient 
cooIfng. . 

The purpose of this paper is to show that опе сап use VSCPТ to perform not опlу 
accumulation but also filtering of atoms in momentum space. Based оп the theoretical Л model 
ofRef. [11], we introduce а dоublе-Л model, where ап additional upper lеуеl with possible decay 
outside the working configuration is added. We find that this new decay channel сап separate 
the atoms in the wings from atoms near the peaks of the momentum distribution, and hence 
laser cooling of atoms below the recoi1 limit сап Ье achieved. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we formulate the model and present the basic 
equations for the atomic density-matrix elements. In Sec. 3 we perform а numerical analysis. 
Finally, Sec. 4 contains conclusions. 

2. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

We consider ап ensemble of atoms of mass М moving in the z direction. The atort1s have 
two degenerate grQund levels, 9- and 9+, and two nondegenerate excited levels, е and е'. We 
denote the energy ofthe atomic lеуеl j (j = е,е',9-,9+) Ьу hVJj. Theground sublevels, 9-
and 9+, сап Ье coupled to the lеуеl е Ьу two counterpropagating laser beams with the same 
frequency VJL, the opposite wave vectors k and -k being aligned along the z direction, and the 
strengths being characterized Ьу the Rabi frequencies П+ and П_, see Fig. 1. Simi1arly; the 
lеуеl е' сап also Ье coupled to the levels 9- and g+ Ьу two counterpropagating laser beams with 
frequency VJ~ and strengths characterized Ьу the Rabi frequencies П~ and П~. The second pair 
of laser Ьеаrns is aligned in the z" direction, which тау Ье different from the z direction, but 
should Ье very close. We denote the projections of the wave vectors of these laser beams onto 
the z axis Ьу k' and -k'. In what follows we are interested опlу in the atomic center-of-mass 
motion along the z axis. We take into account the spontaneous emission of atorns from the 
upper levels е and е' to the ground sublevels 9- and g+. In addition, we assume that the level 
е' сап decay into another level, which is not shown in the figure. Furthermore, the fields сап 
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Fig. 1. Energy levels and optical transition' 
in the. doubIe-А configuration 
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ье switched оп and off at different times, that is, the Rabi frequencies П+, П_, п~, and п~ 
are generally functions of time. 

We introduce the state Ij,p}, which represents ап atom in the internal state j with linear 
momentum р along the z axis. Because of momentum conservation, the interaction of the 
atom with the fields сап couple le, р} only with Ig-, р"':' hk} and Ig+, р + hk}, and le', р} only 
with Ig-,p - hk'} and 19+,Р+ hk'}. ТЬе Hamiltonian corresponding to the unitary evolution 
of the system is of the form 

н = НА + H int , (1) 

where 

t НА = :~ +hwele)(el +hwe'le'}(e'l (2) 

describes the translational and internal degrees of freedom of the atom and 

H int = L (hil+le,p}(g_,p - hkl +hQ_le,p}(g+, р + hkl)e-i"'Lt + 
р 

+ L: (1~Q~le',p)(g_,p - hk'l + hQ'_le',p)(g+,p+ hk'l) e- i"" Lt + Н.С. (3) 
р 

describes the interaction of the atom with the laser fields, which are taken to ье classical. 
We assume that ап atom in the upper level е сап decay into the lower levels g_ and 

g+, emitting а fluorescence photon in апу direction. This spontiшеоus emission leads to the 
damping of the population of е and the associated coherences and to the feeding of g_ and 
g+. We assume that the atomic decay rate Г and the normalized probability Н(u) of emitting 
а photon with momentum и along the z axis do not,depend оп the center-of-mass motion 
and are the same for transition~ from е to g_ and g+. Analogously, we assume that ап atom 
.in the upper level е' сап decay into еасЬ оОЬе lower levels g_ and g+ with the rate г'. ТЬе 
corresponding probability of emitting а photon with momentum и along the z ахш is denoted 
Ьу Н'(u). In addition, we assume that ап atom in the upper level е' сап decay with the rate 
rtd into а fifth level, which is not shown in the fщure. This dissipative irreversible decay will 
remQve the untrapped diffused atoms from the working configuration. 

Such а filtering process enables us to separate heated atoms from cooled ones, that is, to get 
а cooled system. ТЬе cooling efficiency is determined Ьу the accumulation efficiency from опе 
side and the separt.tion efficiency from the other side. Since the atomic separation efficiency 
is proportional to the rate ["d of the decay into the outsideof the working сonfщuratiоп, we 
expect that for а subsequent application of the pairs of the laser beams, а higher decay rate rtd 
will епаЫе us to obtain а cooler atomic system. 

We derive in Appendix the generalized optical Bloch equations 
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:t P±±(Pj,P2) = [:t P±±(pj,P2)] Нат + [:t P±±(Pj,P2)]r + [:t P±±(Pj,P2)] Г' ' 

:t Pe±(Pj,P2) = [:t Pe ±(Pj,P2)] Нат + [:t Pe±(Pj,P2)] г' 

:t Pe'±(Pj,P2) = [:t Pe'±(Pj,P2)] + [:t Pe'±(Pj,P2)] + [:t Pe,±(Pj,P2)] , 
Нат Г' ['d 

:t P-+(Рj,Р2) = [:t P-+(Рl,Р2)] , 
Нат 

:t Pee' (Pl, Р2) = [:t Pee' (Pj, Р2)] Нат + [:t Pee' (Pj,P2)] r + 

+ [:t Pee,(pj,P2)]r, + [:t Pee ,(pj,P1)]r,' 
d 

(4) 

These equations govem the evolution of the density-matrix elements of the atom with the 
intemal and extemal degrees of freedom, and will ье solved numerically in the next section . 

. Using this питепсаl solution, we will caIculate and stшlу the atomic momentum distribution. 
We will then caIculate the теап deviation of the atomic momentum from the nearest peak, 
which characterizes the effective temperature of the atomic subsystem. 

Note that {Ье аЬоуе model is very simple, butit сап reveal the underlying physics ofactual 
situations, in which atomic level configurations are usually тисЬ more comp1icated. А specific 
example that is nearest to ош model is пеоп in the metastable 18s level, with 185-2])9 and 15s-2p2 
transitions and decay сЬаппеl from 2Р2 to 15з. This atomic level сопfщurаtiоп is used in the 
laser cooling experiment reported Ьу Shimizu et al. [21). Ascheme to achieve velocity-selective 
coherent population trapping in а multilevel system under two-frequency laser excitation is 
рюроsеd in Ref. [18]. Опе difference between our model and the model of Ref. [18] is that а 
trapping state in our model is а superposition of two gюuпd levels, and is created Ьу two laser 
beams of the same frequency, while а trapping state in the other model is а time-dependent 
superposition of three gюuпd levels and is created Ьу two-color fields. Moreover, dissipative 
irreversible decay out of the working configuration plays а significant юlе in ош model, while 
the authors of Ref. [18] considered only decay fют the excited levels to the ground levels. 

З. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

We now study питепсаllу the generalized optical Bloch equations (4) for the case in 
which the laser detunings 8L = I.JJL - l.JJe and 8[, = I.JJ' L - l.JJe' are zero and the spontane
ous-emission rates fют the upper levels to the ground subleve1s are equal (Г = Г'). We choose, 
for ош example, ап atomic mass М and the wave number k such that the recoil frequency 
I.JJrec == hk2/2M is I.JJrec = 0.027 Г, which corresponds to the experiment [7] оп Не atoms. Тhe 
decay rate {"d of the atoms fют the level е' into the outside of the double-A confJ.gUration is 
chosen to Ье {"d =.10Г. Since the atomic separation efficiency is рюроrtiопаl to {"d' the value 
chosen for this parameter is good enough to demonstrate fIltering, and consequently, coo1ing 
the atoms below sub-recoil епещу for reasonable interaction times. For а significantly higher 
or lower value of {"d' фе cooling efficiency, which depends оп the 'rate of separation of heated 
and cooled atoms, is, in the case of subsequent application of the pairs laser beams, expected to 
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Ье higher or Iower, respectively. ТЬе temporal evolution is obtained Ьу incrementation starting 
from various initiaI conditions. ТЬе time increment is О.Оlг- l , small enough to avoid artificial 
instabilities introduced Ьу the incremental approach. Since the exact shapes of the kemels Н (и) 
and Н'(u), characterizing the spontaneous-radiation pattems, are not important [11], we Шkе 
the constant forms Н(u) = 1/2hk and Н'(u) = 1/2hk'. 

For the initiaI atomic state, we take а statisticaI mixture of the two ground sublevels, 9_ 
and 9+, with momentum distribution 

1 (р2 ) Wo(P) = -- ехр -- , 
a..fiiГ 2а2 

(5) 

which is а norma1ized Gaussian function with а peak at р = О and а standard width а. ТЬе 

initiaI density-matrix elements Pjaj,(pI,p2)1 are thus vanish, except for 
t=O 

р __ (Р,р)1 = -21 Wo(P), 
t~O 

р++(р, р)1 = -21 Wo(P). 
t=O 

(6) 

For the standard width of the initiaI momentum distribution we choose the value а = 3 hk. 
ТЬе variable р is discretized in steps of f = hk/30, from -Ртах to Ртах. where Ртах = 30hk. 
The chosen value of f is smaII enough compared to the narrowest structure that emerges in the 
soIution of Eqs. (4). The chosen value of Ртах is large enough that the interesting part of the 
solution (near р = О) for the largest value of t considered here (t = 600 r- 1) is not affected Ьу 
the truncation of the р range. For such values of Ртах and t, the momentum diffusion from 
р values larger than Ртах to Р = О is negligible. 

We are interested in the momentum dist9bution ofthose atorns that have not decayed from 
the double-Л configuration at the end of the interaction with the laser fields. Тhe probability 
density of finding such an atom with linear momentum р along the z axis is 

W(p) = Рее(р,Р) + Ре'е'(Р'Р) + р--(р,р) + р++(р,р). . (7) 

Оие to the decay of the atorns fют the dоublе-Л configuration, the function W(P) is not 
normalized with respect to the variable р. When we integrate this function over р, we obtain 
the probability 

00 

Wremain = J W(P)dp, (8) 

-00 

that ап atom remains in one of the working IeveIs. The normalized function 

1 
Wnorm(P) = W . W(P) 

тета'n 

(9) 

is the momentum distribution corresponding to the sub-ensemble of atorns that remain in the 
working leveIs after the interaction with the fields. 

In order to characterize theeffective temperature in the cooling process, we introduce the 
quantity 
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(10) 

which is the теап deviation of the atomic momentum р from the nearest peak Pтna.x(p). The 
effective temperature of the atomic system is defined as 

I 

(11) 

The sub-recoil сооling occurs when (}еf! < (}тес where (}тес == (hk)2/2M is the recoil епещу. 
The deviation V characterizes the statistical spread of the atomic ensemble in momentum 

space. However, the geometrical peak width and the dark-state population used to characterize 
VSCPТ [7,11] correspond оnlу to а part of the еnseтЫе. тhis is the principal difference 
between our effective temperature and the effective temperature used in VSCPТ [7,11]. 

When the momentum distribution W noTТn (р) has оnlу опе peak Ртnа.ж, which is, due to 
the symmetry of the initial conditions and the evolution equations, positioned at the теап 
momentum р =0, the quantity V coincides with the momentum standard deviation, 

00 00 

V 2 = J p2Wnorтn(P)dp = J (р - p)2Wnorтn(p)dp, (12) 

-00 -00 

and characterizes the spread of the atoms around the peak as well as the spread of the whole 
momentum distribution. 

When the central peak at р = О splits into two symmetrical side peaks positioned at ±Ро 
<ро > о), we сап considerthe system ofthe atoms that remain in the working level conf1guration 
after the interactiQn with the fields as а two-component system, опе component with р ~ О 
and the other component with р ~ О. Note that the normalized momentum distributions of 
these two components are 2Wnorтn(P ~ о) and 2Wnorm(P ~ о), respectively. Непсе, we see 
from the expression 

00 

V 2 = 2/ (р - Po)2Wnorm(p)dp 

О 

(13) 

that V characterizes the spread of the atoms around each peak, as well as the spread of the 
momentum distribution of еасЬ component. 

In what follows, we show and discuss питепса! results for the сше in which the two pairs 
of laser Ьеашs are applied in succession. The detailed sequence is the following. The first pair 
of laser beams resonant with the transЩопs е +-+ 9_ and е +-+ 9+ is turned оп for the Нте Т 
and then shut down. The second pair of'laser Ьеашs resonant with the transitions е' +-+ 9_ and 
е' +-+ 9+ is then turned оп for the time Т'. The time-dependent Rabi frequencies corresponding 
to the laser pulses in еасЬ pair are taken to ье the same, and have the rectangular forms 

о_ = о+ ::;: Oo[(}(t) - (}(t - Т)], ' 

о' _ = о' + = Q'o[(}(t - Т) - (}(t - Т - Т')]. 
(14) 

Here, 00 and о' о are the maximal values of the Rabi frequencies, and (}(t) is the Heaviside 
step function. 
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We Ьауе soIved Eqs. (4) for the pararneters '10 = П& = О.зг, Т = 150r-1, and Т' = 
= 450г- 1 for.twodifferentcases: k' = kandk' = 1.lk. AccordingtoAspecteta1. [11), 
the peak width of the momentum distribution is of order M'1o/kVГТ for the first step, and 
MQ'o/k'V(r' + rd)T' for the second. We therefore expect that the chosen interaction times 
Т = 150г- 1 and Т' = 450г- 1 асе Iarge enough to show two resolved реаЬ at the end ofthe 
first step and two very папоw реаЬ at the end of the second. For Iarger values of Т and Т', 
the effect becomes more dramatic. 

3.1. Тhe case 01 k' = k 

We first present results for equal wavenumbers, that is, the case when k'= k. We show 
Ьу the dashed and the soIid curves in Fig. 2 the probabiIity density W (р) for ап atom to Ьауе 
momentum р at times t = Т and t = Т +Т' , respectively, whiIe remaining in the double-A level 
configuration. Since the decay out oftbe double-A confIguration occurs оn1у when the second 
pair ofIaser beams is turned оп, the probabiIity density W(P), which сопеsропds to the origina1 
ensemble, andthe попnaIizеd momentum distribution Wnorm(P), which сопеsропds to the 
sub-ensemble of atoms inside the worki'ng configuration, are identica1 at t = Т but different at 
t = Т + Т'. Therefore, we additionalIy plot the function Wnorm(P) obtained at t = Т + Т' Ьу 
the dashed-dotted curve. For comparison, the initiaI momentum distribution Wo(P) is denoted 
Ьу а dotted cllrve. 

ТЬе dashed curve in Fig. 2 shows that the atomic momentum distribution obtained at the 
end of the interaction with the first pair of the laser beams exhibits two resolved реаЬ emerging 
at ±hk аЬоуе the initia1 distribution [11]. Such а structure results [rom the accumulation of 
atoms in the state 

1 
1'1'0) = J2 (19-, -hk) - 19+, hk)) , . (15) 

\ 
which is а velocity-selective coherent trapping state with respect to the first pair of Iaser beams. 
ТЬе mechanism for accumulating atoms in this tral1ping state is momentum redistribution 
resulting from the spontaneous emission [rom the upper IeveI е to the ground subleveIs 9_ and 
9+. Besides the double папоw-реаk structure, опе sees that some of the atoms Ьауе diffused 
toward higher momentum values. AII the аЬоуе features ofthe momentum distribution depicted 
Ьу the dashed curve in рщ. 2 Ьауе Ьееп studied in detaiIs in Ref. [11]. 

А I 

".1 1\ I i! 
i. \ ! i 
i i ! I 

j' : i 
ji '; l' ё! 
i ; i I 
I \ ! i 
, I I i 
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: i i \ 1 \ ; ! 
i ! j \ __ ~=4-__ __J.~J.._ 

О ··а~'··i7:.""'\.,······----__ rr····'7~~~···::\-"м:· 
-2 -1 о 2 

plhk 

Fig. 2. Atomic momentum distributions 
produced Ьу the suctessive application of two 
pairs of laser beaц:ts with equal wavenumbers 
k' = k. Тhe dashed curve illustrates W(P) 
at the end of the operation' of the first pair 
of laser beams. Тhe solid curve and the 
dashed-dotted curve correspond to W(P) and 
W"orm(P), res~ctively, at the end of the 
operation of the second pair of the laser beams. 
Тhe dotted curve corresponds to the' initia1 
momentum distribution. Иеre we Ьауе chosen 
the parameters q = 3hk, г' = Г, ["'d = 10r, 
WreC = hk2/2M = 0.027 г, ~ = !10 = 0.3 г, 

Т = lSОг 1 , and Т' = 450г 1 
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Fig. З. Теmрога1 evo1ution of the effective 
temperature Ое!! in units of the гесоil energy О.ес 
for the period of successive application of two pairs 
of 1aser beams with equa1 wavenumbers k' '" k • (solid curve). АН parameters аге the same as 
for Fig. 2. For comparison, the dashed curve 
represents corresponding va1ues of Ое!! /О.ес for the 
сазе of а sing1e pair of 1aser beams that operate оп 
an upper 1eve1 with по decay out of the working 

configuration 

The· solid сuтуе in Fig. 2 shows tMt the second pair of the laser Ьеаrns take off those 
atorns whose momenta аге not near to ±hk. The spread of the distribution function W(p) 
with respect to the peaks is greatly reduced, while the peak heights, which have the meaning of 
the probability densities for ап atom from the original ensemble to remain within the working 
level configuration with linear momentum hk Ог -hk, do not change appreciably. The reason 
is that when k. = k', the state (15) is also а velocity-selective coherent trapping state with respect 
to the second pair of laser beams, and those atorns which are not iQ this trapping state at the 
end of the first stage must undergo decay into the outside of the working level configuration in 
the second stage. The corresponding probability for ап atom to remain in опе of the working 
levels is Wremain ~ 0.074. 

The dash-dot сuтуе in Fig. 2 shows that the peaks ofthe norrnalized momentum distribution 
ИТ noтт (р) created at t = Т + Т' Ьесоте not only much narrower but also much higher than 
the peaks ofthe da.shed сuтуе created at t = Т. Thus, we observe а decrease in the momentum 
deviation around the peaks, or in other words cooling of the sub-ensemble of atorns that continue 
to stay in the double-A сопfщuгаtiоп after the interaction with the two pairs of laser bearns. 
This cooling is due to the accumulation of atorns in the trapping state in combination with 
filtering of the atoms in momentum space. 

In Fig. 3, we plot Ьу the solid line the temporal development of the effective temperature 
Beff in units of the recoil energy Втес for the whole time period of subsequent operation of the 
two pairs of the laser beams. For comparison, we depict Ьу the dashed line the corresponding 
values of Beff /Втес for the сме in which the first pair of laser beams continues to operate 
without the intervention of the second pair for the entire time period [7, 11]. It is worth noting 
that during the operation of the first pair of laser bearns, that is, for the part at t ::::; 150 г- ! 

for the solid line and for the entire dashed line, the effective temperature Ве!! is in general 
increasing, except for а short Нте during which а sharp drop, like а phase transition, suddenly 
occurs. This increase in Beff is due to atomic momentum diffиsion and clearly shows that the 
atomic system at this stage is not cooled but heated, despite the accumulation of atoms in the 
dark state. This result is quite different from statements of Refs. [7, 11], where а уегу sirnilar 
system was considered but the atomic momentum diffиsion was not taken into account in the 
definition of the effective temperature. The sudden decrease in () eff occurring [ог а short Нте 
period is associated with the splitting of the central peak into the side peaks, whose locations 
уегу quickly тоуе [roт О to ±hk. In other words, this phase-transition-like behavior is а result 
of the splitting of the atomic system from опе component, with the momentum peak at О, into 
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two components, with momentum peaks at ±hk. In contrast to the first pair оС laser beams, 
the second pair, operating from t = 150 г- 1 to t = 600 г- 1 , causes а monotonic decrease in the 
effective temperature ()е!!' Ву the end of the interaction, ()е!! is approximately 0.0085 ()тес -

а value which is smaH in comparison with the initial value 9 ().,.ес as weH as with the recoil 
energy ()тес' This decrease in the effective temperature is а signature of laser cooling below 
the one-photon recoil energy. It should Ье emphasized here that the underlying physics of 

\ the cooling obtained here involves velocity-selective coherent popUlation· trapping, оп the опе 
hand, and the filtering of the atoms in momentum space, оп the other. 

3.2. Тhe case оС k' ., k 

We now present numerical results for unequal wavenumbers k' and k. АН conditions асе 
the same as in the previous case except that k' = 1.1 k. 

In Fig. 4, the solid curve is the probability density W(P) [огап atom to have momentum р 
at time t = Т + Т', remaining inside the double-Л configuration of levels. The total probability 
for ап atom to remain inside this configuration is Wrcrnain ~ 0.035. The dotted curve represents 
the initial tnomentum distribution. The dashed curve represents the probability density W(p) 
for ап atom to have momentum р at time t "" Т + Т' in the case when k' = k. As in the case of 
equal wavenumbers (dashed curve) the probability density function W (р) in the case of unequal 
wavenumbers (solid curve) is very narrow compared to the initial momentum distribution 
(dotted curve) and photon momenta hk and hk', and is free from diffusion wings. However, 
the two peaks resulting from interaction with the second pair of laser Ьеаrns are now positioned 

Beff 

Brec W(p) 
0.2,.:------------·, 24г-----------------~ 

:, ~ 
" ,'\ 1\ ,1 
11 11 

....... ··········· .. ·+1································ ............ j--\: .................... . 
О 1 I I , I 

. А \ i Л 
Я\ I , , I I 

I \ I \ 
I \ I 1 
I \ I \\ 

OL-__ ~lLl~~\\~\ ____ ~ __ ~l~~~~ __ ~ 
-2 -1 О 2 450 600 

pl1!k г, 

Fig.4 Fig.5 

Fig. 4. Fina1 atomic montentum probability density W (р) in the сазе of unequa1 wavenumbers 
k' = 1.1 k =j k (solid curve). АН parameters are the зате аз for Fig. 2. For comparison, we show 
the initia! momentum distribution and the fina! momentum probability density W(P) in the case of 

equa! wavenumbers k' = k (dotted curve and dasb.ed curve, respective!y) 

Fig. 5. Пmрога! evo!ution of etfective temperature Ве!! in units of the recoiI energy В.ес during 
successive app!ication of tvio pairs of 1aser beams with unequal wavenumbers k' = 1.1 k =j k (solid 
curve). АВ other parameters аге the same as for Fig. 2. For comparison, we show Ве" jBrec for equa1 

wavenumbers (dashed curve) 
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at р = hk' = 1.1 hk. Moreover, the peaks of W(p) in the сше ofunequa1 wavenumbers (solid 
curve) are lower than the corresponding peaks in the сше of equal wavenumbers (the dashed 
curve) . 

. ТЬе reason is that: when k' 1- k, the velocity-selective trapping state 

I~~} = ~ (19-, -hk') - 19+, М'}) (16) 

of the atoms interacting with the second pair of laser beams is different from the trapping state 
Iчsо }, Eq. (15), of the atoms with respect to the first pair of the laser beams. After interaction 
with the first pair oflaser beams, the number of atoms in the state Iчsо}, which corresponds to 
momenta ±hk, is greater than the number of atomsin the state IЧS~}, which corresponds to 
momenta ±hk'. However, the second pair of laser beams takes away the atoms in Iчsо} whi1e 
it does not affect the atoms in IЧS~}. This explains the shift in the peak positions from ±hk to 
±hk', as well as the decrease in the peak heights. 

In Fig. 5, we depict Ьу the solid liпе the time development of the effective temperature 
()е!! in units of recoil energy ()тее for unequal wavenumbers k' = 1.1 k 1- k. For comparison, 
we replot (dashed liпе) thecorresponding values of ()е!! j()ree for equal wavenumbers k' = k. 
ТЬе figure shows that the second pair of laser fields in the case of unequal wavenumbers сап 
also reduce the effective temperature ()е!! to а тисЬ 10wer уаlие than the recoil energy ()тее, 
which is indicative о( sub-recoil cooling. During the operation of the second pair, i.e., for 
t > 150 r- I , the cooling effect for k' 1- k (solid line) is not as strong ~ the cooling effect in 
the case of k' = k (the dashed liпе). ТЬе reason is the difference between the velocity-selective 
trapping states IЧS~} and Iчsо} with k' 1- k. This difference leads to the shift in the peaks of 
the atomic momentum distribution from locations ±hk, created Ьу the first pair of the laser 
beams, to the 10cations ±hk', created Ьу the second pair. Such а process is not favorabIe for 
the dark-state population accumulation as well as the cooling of the atoms. Furthermore, we 
note that the two curves in Fig. 5 tend to merge with еасЬ other when t > 450 r- I . ТЬе 
reason is that after interaction with the se.cond pair of laser beams for а long enough time, the 
new peak structure of the atomic momentum distribution is well estabIished and most of the 
atoms having momenta in the diffusion wings are removed. ТЬе effective temperature () е!! is 
then proportional to the peak width, which does not depend оп the initial conditions in this 
Iimit [11]. This is why the difference in the effective temperature ()е!! between the case of 
k' 1- k and the case of k' = k becomes small when the time of the interaction with the second 
pair of laser beams is 10ng enough. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We Ьауе studied the application of velocity-selective coherent population trapping to laser 
manipulation of atomic center-of-mass motion in the framework of а simple doubIe-А model. 

We Ьауе introduced а variance of the momentum distribution with respect to the peaks, 
which сап ье used to characterize the effective temperature of atoms in the presence atomic 
momentum diffusion. 

We Ьауе found that during the operation of the first pair of laser beams, operating in ап 
upper lеуеl with по atomic decay out of the working сопfщuratiоп, the effective temperature is 
in general increasing, except for а short time during which а sharp drop, like а phase transition, 
suddenly occurs. Such ап increase in the effective temperature is due to atomic momentum 
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diffusion, and indicates heating of the atomic system at this stage in despite of the dark-state 
population accumulation. The sudden decrease in the effective tempemture оссurring for а 
short time is aSsociated with the central peak splitting into two side реШ. 

The subsequent application of the second pair of laser beams, operating оп the other upper 
level with possible atomic decay into out of the working configuration, сап fllter atoms in the 
wings from the atoms near the peaks of the momentum distribution, cause а monotonic decrease 
in the effective temperature, and thereby leadto the laser cooling below the one-photon recoil 
energy. 

The difference between the wave numbers of the two pairs of laser beams results in а shift 
of the peak positions, а decrease in the peak heights, and а decrease in the cooling rate. 

Our model is very simple, and has Ьееп used just to show the underlying physics of real 
situations, where atomic level configurations are usually much more complicated. From this 
model we have seen clearly that (а) the known standard VSCPТ scheme does not cool, but,in 
fact, it heats the whole ensemble of atoms, sincethe trapped atoms are mixed with the diffused 
ones, (Ь) ап additional dissipative iпеvеrsiblе decay channel сап fllter atoms in momentum 
space, and (с) the use of VSCPТ in а combination of accumulation and flltering steps сап сооl 
atoms below the recoil energy. То study the cooling ·effect in а specific real medium, further 
work will Ье required. 

F. L. К. gratefully acknowledges the support of the Nishina Memorial Foundation and 
the Vietnamese Basic Research Program in Natural Sciences, an.dappreciates the hospitality 
of Prof. К. Shimizu dtiring his stay at the Institute for Laser Science. У. 1. В. would like to 
express his gratitude for the hospitality during his stay at the Institute for Laser Science. 

Generalized optical Bloch equations 

We use the simplified notation 

Pee(Pt,]J2) = (e,Ptlple,P2), 

Pe'e,(PI,P2) = (e',pllple',P2), 

P±±(PI,]J2) = (9±,PllpI9±,P2), 

Pe±(Pt,P2) = (e,PllpI9±,]J2)ei "'Lt, 

Pe'±(Pt,P2) = (e',Ptlpl!J±,P2)ei"'~t, 

p-+(Рt,Р2) = (9-,рtlрI9+,]J2), I 

Рее' (Pt, Р2) = (e,Pllple',P2)ei("'L-"'~)t, 

Pbl,<P2,pl) = Pj,j,(Pl'p~), 

where jl,j'2 = е,е',9-,9+. Ву using the SchrOdinger,equation 

ih [:t p] = [Н, Р], 
Нат 
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the equations of unitary evolution for the matrix elements of the density operator Р are found 
to ье 

- Ю+Р-е(Р' - hk,p2) + Ю:Ре-(Р"Р2 - hk)-I 

- Ю-Р+е(Р, + hk,P2) + Ю~Ре+(Р',Р2 + hk), 

[ d ] _ .P~ -- Р! 
dt Pe'e'(P"P2) Нат - t 21'vfh Ре'е'(Р',Р2)-

- Ю' +P-е'(Р' - hk',P2) + Ю':Ре'-(Р',Р2 - hk')-

- iQ'-Р+е'(Р' + hk',P2) + iQ'~Pe'+(P',P2 + hk'), 

+ Ю'f'Р±е(Р',Р2 =f hk) + Ю' 'f'P±e' (Р"Р2 =f hk')

- Ю~Ре±(Р' =f hk, Р2) - Ю'~Ре'±(Р' =f hk' ,Р2), 

[~Pe±(pi,P2)]Ham = i (bL + P~~~!) Ре±(Р',Р2)-
- Ю'f'[Р±±(Р' ± hk,P2) - Рее(Р"Р2 =f hk)]-

- Ю±Р'f'±(Р, =f hk,P2) + Ю''f'Рее'(Р',Р2 =f hk'), . 

[ d )] . (~' и -PI) (р ) dt Pe ,±(P"P2 Нат = Z ul~ + 2Mh Ре'± "Р2-

- Ю' 'f'[P±±(P, ± hk' ,Р2) - Ре'е' (р" Р2 =f hk')]-

- Ю' ±P'f'±(P' =f М',Р2) + Ю'f'Ре'е(Р',Р2 =f hk), 

+ Ю-Р-е(р', Р2 - hk) - Ю:Ре+(Р' + hk, Р2)+ 

+ Ю'-Р-е' (Р"Р2 - hk') - iQ':Pe'+(P' + hk',P2), 

[:tPee'(P',P2)] Нат = i (bL - b~ + P~~~!) Рее' (Р"Р2)-
- iQ+P-е'(Р' - М,Р2) - Ю-Р+е'(рj + hk,P2)+ 

+ iQ':Pe-(Р',Р2 - hk') + Ю'~Ре+(Р',Р2 + hk'). 

(А.З) 

The terrns describing the spontaneous emission from the upper level е to the lower levels 
у_ and у+ are 

[:t Pee (P',P2)] г = -ГРее(рj,Р2), 
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hk 

[:t P--(Р\,Р2)]г':" [:t P++(P\,P2)] г = ~ J duH(u)Pee(Pl +U,Р2+ U). 
-hk 

(А.4) 

Analogously, the terms describingthe spontaneous emission from the upper level е' to the lower 
lc::vels 9_ and 9+ are 

[:tPele/(Pl,P2)]rl = -ГРе1 е ' (Р\,Р2), 

[:tPel±(Pl,P2)]r1 = - ~ Pe'±(Pl,P2), 

hk' 

[:t P--(Рl,Р2)]Г1 = [:t P++(Pl,P2)]r1 -~ J duH'(u)Pe'e'(P\ +U,Р2 +u). 
-hk' 

(А.5) 

Тhe tenns corresponding to the decay from the upper level е' into the outside of the working 
configuration are 

[:tPelel(P\,P2)]rl = -ГdРе' е l (Р\,Р2), 
d 

(А.б) 

Тhe generalized optical Bloch equations are obtained Ьу adding the terms of Eqs. (А.3)-(А.б). 
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